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EXPERIMENTS WITH NUCLEAR BEAMS AND TARGETS 

M.G. Albrow 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

After a general introduction to the fundamental interest of 
studying high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions,some specific 
signatures of quark-gluon plasma formation are considered from an 
experimental viewpoint. We then discuss the use of existing and 
new detectors for a n experimental programme at the SPS. 

To most particle physicists nuclei are complicated objects, far removed from the 

seeming simplicity of interactions between fundamental fields (e.g. e + e ) , and they 

would prefer never to use them. Many experiments use them anyway for practical reasons 

such as the requirement of massive, dense and cheap targets and several particle physics 

experiments have specifically studied nuclear effects with different targets. 

Experimental effects have emerged that are surprising and likely to give us information 

on the behaviour of hadron constituents which cannot be obtained in other ways. 

Moreover, there is a rapidly growing interest among particle physicists in the use of 

nuclei, following theoretical developments in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) which predict 

with increasing certainty the existence of a phase transition [1,2]. 

A nucleus is a loose collection of "bags" containing valence quarks and gluons, see 

Fig. la, interspersed with space or physical vacuum. The medium inside the bags, the 

"perturbative vacuum" in which the quarks and gluons propagate, is somehow different 

from the space outside. The latter space, although Lorentz Invariant, can still be a 

complex medium (not just "nothing") and its properties may be changeable. We know 

(from years of hadron physics) that the bag surface is not impenetrable. Imagine 

squeezing this nucleus (and/or pumping in energy) to increase its density really 

significantly, say an order of magnitude. It is most reasonable to expect that the 

individual nucléons will coalesce resulting in (eventually) a single bag containing all 

the quarks, and this expectation is supported by theoretical calculations. This would 

be a phase transition between a "nucleón gas" and a quark-gluon "gas" or plasma. 

Let's look at this in another context, with a flashback to sometime during the 

first millisecond of the Universe when (probably) there were no hadrons but quarks, 

antiquarks, gluons (and other fields) in a hot plasma, Fig. lb. Then quarks and gluons 

were unconfined and could move everywhere (with the speed of light if massless). If 

this picture was ever correct, nowadays things are very different and a phase transition 

must have occured as the Universe expanded and cooled resulting in the formation of 

hadrons and the creation of the physical vacuum (Fig. la). Today regions of quark 

gluon plasma may still exist deep in the cores of neutron stars or other astrophysical 

objects. Its study is thus of relevance not only to particle physics (especially QCD) 

but also to astrophysics and cosmology; indeed the very nature of space (rather, 

space-time) is in question. 
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We can conceive of no way to enter this field experimentally other than colliding 

high energy nuclei, preferably large nuclei (there are > 1400 valence quarks in U + 

U ! ) . The use of lighter and technically more practical nuclear beams like 1 6 0 may 

still allow us to achieve the necessary conditions although probably less frequently, 

i.e. perhaps in the one event in 1 0 n where a large fluctuation from the usual "nuclear 

transparency" has occured. The question is experimental, and much of this workshop 

session was devoted to the possible signatures of a transition and experimental 

techniques to observe them, following on from the Bielefeld Workshop in May 1982 [3]. 

Although theoretical calculations of the space-time development of nucleus-nucleus 

collisions cannot yet be considered reliable, purely for orientation Fig. 2 shows a 

possible path in the temperature: density plane for a 3.6 GeV/nucleon 1 6 0 + 1 0 7 A g 

head-on collision [4]. The passage of the 0 into the Ag nucleus can cause 

compression and heating of the nuclear matter into the plasma phase which hopefully 
-23 

lasts long enough (a few x 10 sec.) for thermalisation - only then is temperature 

actually meaningful. 

Before discussing experiments with nuclear beams on nuclear targets, a short 

digression on hadron beams with nuclear targets is in order. We are now convinced that 

high transverse momentum (p T) hadrons result from hard scattering mainly of quarks and 

gluons. If the hard scatter occurs deep inside a nucleus the scattered constituent has 

to propagate through nuclear matter... how does it do so? In 1974, the experiment of 

J. Cronin and collaborators [5] observed an enhancement in high p T production on 

nuclei, the cross sections rising with atomic mass number A faster than A 1 . A 

parametrization of the form CT ^ A gives Ot > 1 for p T > 1.5 GeV/c, Fig. 3. 

Remembering that p T spectra fall steeply, only modest additional small kicks to the 

outgoing object (q, g, qq, meson...) are required to give an enhancement. Notice 

however that the effect is largest for K , p~ and p triggers. We are now learning 

from ISR results combined with QCD calculations that K and "p at high p come 
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predominantly from gluon fragmentation (they do not share a valence quark in common with 
the p or n of the target) while ïï± and K + come more often from quarks. Thus if 
gluons undergo stronger multiple scattering (than quarks) on the spectator constituents, 
as expected in QCD, we have a natural explanation for at least the sign of that effect: 
d(K ,p) > a (lT±, K + ) . If protons (much more abundant than p and therefore 
not all from gluons) result from diquark (qq) fragmentation then a(p) > a (it) is 
also natural. That the physical reason for the enhancement occurs predominantly after 
the hard collision is suggested by the A-dependence of lepton-pair production which 
shows no significant effect. While we may thus have a reasonable qualitative 
understanding of this "Cronin effect", data from Olp and dot collisions at the ISR [6] 

still seem surprising. At high p T Cv»S-8 GeV/c) the dp -»• cross-section is a 
factor 4 higher than pp •*• Tf° at the same (nucleon-nucleon) c m . energy, see Fig. 4. 
On the other hand Ota (strictly speaking, an e.m. shower) is 30-40 (not 16) times 
higher than pp + IT in the p^, range 5-7 GeV/c Apparently the recoiling jet looks 
very similar in the two cases. 
triggers will be obtained in one more a-a run at the ISR in 1983 

Hopefully more data, at higher p T and also with jet 
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A most striking nuclear enhancement has recently been reported by Experiment E557 
at Fermilab [7]. A 400 GeV proton beam passes through a target and thin metal 
(Al, Cu, Pb) foils, and the vertex position of an interaction is measured. They 
applied an "interacting beam trigger" (minimum bias) and then the vertex distribution 
shows (Fig. 5a) most of the interactions in the Hj and a few in the metal foils. 
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Requiring then a large transverse energy ( E T > 15 GeV) in the central region, 

Inl < 0.75 in the nucleon-nucleon frame, nearly all the interactions occur in the 

heavy elements (Fig. 5 b ) . Had their triggering calorimeter been at a larger angle the 

effect would be even more dramatic (it is known that dN/dy peaks at larger angles in 

p-nucleus than in p-p collisions). Fig. 6 shows the large E ^ cross-sections as a 

function of atomic mass number and (excluding H^) Ct *\< 1.25 at E T >_ 15 GeV. 

This enhancement factor gives much larger high E T cross sections than obtainable in pp 

collisions, with much higher multiplicities, namely the environment in which one is 

interested to start searching for signatures of a new state of matter. No doubt the 

effects seen by E557 would be much more dramatic with nuclear (rather than hadron) beams. 

n — i — i — i — i — i — i — i — q 

What are the possibilities for very high energy nuclear beams at CERN? So far we 

have only had deuteron and alpha-particle beams in the ISR for pd; dd; pa and act 

collisions. The a a run (approximately 1 week in 1980) with centre of mass energy of 

15 GeV/nucleon (/s = 126 GeV) will be repeated in 1983 with some more powerful 

detectors. A proposal [8] by the GSI Darmstadt-LBL-Heidelberg-Warsaw Collaboration to 

accelerate 1 6 0 at 9-13 GeV/nucleon in the PS and do experiments with nuclear targets 

in the Plastic Ball detector (Fig. 7) and a streamer chamber presently awaits Research 

Board approval. If this goes ahead, to quote from Research Board minutes [9]: 

(1) "It should be possible to accelerate 1 6 0 also in the SPS" with energies up to 

225 GeV/nucleon (3600 GeV 1 6 0 ) 

(2) "The source and beam should be considered as a new facility open to all 

experimenters". 
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It follows that any experiments which can take a directly extracted (primary) SPS 

beam, or use the internal beam, should consider the possibilities that such a beam would 

provide. 

range is excluded by its closure 

Unfortunately the study of 1 6 0 - l s 0 collisions in the higher ISR energy 
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I now consider nucleus-nucleus collisions at SPS energies and possible signatures 

of plasma formation, with reference to practical, or existing, experiments. For 

orientation Fig. 8 shows schematically an equal-A collision of small impact parameter, b 

< 1 fm., in the c m . frame. In general the nuclei are transparent enough that the 

nuclei, seen as Lorentz contracted discs, pass through each other with however multiple 

collisions and excitation. Three regions are here distinguished: the nucleon-rich 

(high "chemical potential") target and projectile fragmentation regions (nuclear 

fireballs) and a central region of low net baryon number density. In longitudinal 

rapidity (i.e. velocity, transformed to be additive under Lorentz boosts) we expect a 

particle distribution roughly as sketched in the figure. (There is uncertainty about 

the central particle density but it probably grows at least as fast as A 1 ) . In the 

laboratory frame the projectile fireball fragments emerge at very forward angles,, 0 < 

5°. However the above picture may be misleading in several ways. Firstly at SPS 

energies there is no real separation between the nuclear fragmentation regions and the 

central region. Even at the ISR, with 2000 GeV/nucleon in pp collisions (lab. 

equivalent) the nucleón fragmentation regions extend down to y* = 0 and **» 1 unit of y 

beyond. This has been shown [10] by studying p and "p distributions in pp and pp" 

collisions. Secondly the most interesting (for our purposes) catastrophic collisions 

are those where the nucléons are really slowed down towards y* = 0, or to negative y* if 
A t ._ > A . Finally Fig. 8 sketches dN/dy averaged over many target projectile ' 6 3 6 3 

collisions; the fluctuations may be enormous and it is those that are likely to prove 

most interesting. In any case even the average multiplicities are very high, two 

charged particles per unit rapidity in pp leading to ^30/unit y for 1 6 0 + 1 6 0 on 

average, if the dependence is A 1 . One would like the detectors to handle up to > 
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100 particles per unit y. A calculation by Otterlund [11] for the average rapidity 

density p(y) = dN/dy for 1 6 0 + U at 200 GeV/nucleon is shown in Fig. 9. Note that 

the maximum density occurs at larger angles than in pp (which of course is symmetric 

about y* = 0 ) , because the target is effectively heavier than a single nucleón. 
J nn 

This has been observed also in proton-nucleus collisions [12], and was referred to 

earlier with reference to the E557 results. The effect can be usefully enhanced, 

triggering on events where the target nucleus has been unusually opaque, by vetoing on 

projectile spectators. A calorimeter covering the forward *v» 1 mrad (say of ^ 10 cm 

transverse dimensions 50 m downstream) detects all the non-interacting /and some of 

softly interacting) projectile nucléons. One can then trigger on the one event in 

1 0 s (say) which has the least energy in this calorimeter, and the fact that nuclei are 

generally "transparent" is then irrelevant. (In the presence of a dipole field the 

charged projectile fragments are bent to the side, but they can be similarly handled 

with counters and/or calorimeters.) 
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For the high multiplicity events thus selected, traditional "exclusive" analysis 

where one measures all momenta and identifies all particles is essentially ruled out, 

although an approach to measuring as much as technically possible in individual events 

is very important. Rather than an inclusive distribution, e.g. the inclusive 

p^-spectrum of pions which is averaged over all events, the very high multiplicités 

allow one to measure a complete p T spectrum (or y-distribution, or K/TT ratio etc.) 

for individual events. With this procedure one can extract individual events that 

deviate from the norm in some way (e.g. the p^,-slope is unusual and/or the X 2 °f the 

fit to a typical p^,-distribution is large) and study them for other unusual 

features. This procedure can already be applied to high multiplicity cosmic ray 

collisions, two examples [12] being shown in Fig. 10, although the number of such events 
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and the power of the apparatus (emulsion) is extremely limited in that case. In an SPS 

experiment one could look for violent fluctuations from uniformity in the y, 0 plane, 

in individual high multiplicity events. 

Of course selecting catastrophic collisions does not prove the existence of any new 

forms of matter, but is probably a necessary first step. There is not yet a single 

indisputable signal (like seeing a Z°J) that we are sure would prove a phase transition, 

but there have been several suggestions. 

(1) Strangeness 

In a quark-gluon plasma formed from nuclei there can be hundreds of u and d quarks 

present. The high temperature gives rise to prolific qq" pair production. When a uïï 

(dd) is created the u(d) can rapidly annihilate with an existing u(d) quark and the net 

number of u(d) quarks is then unchanged...an equilibrium is established. On the other 

hand when ss is created this does not happen and the strange (s and 1 ) content of the 

plasma can rise dramatically and should persist into the final hadrons. Two other 

possible mechanisms can also increase the strange quark content [14], namely the Pauli 

exclusion principle and a possible Chiral symmetry restoration which results in the 

s-quark becoming massless. Signatures, in order of increasing sensitivity, are the 

ratios K/tr and A/p, A/p and Q /p(¡). One could simply measure those ratios 

in a small aperture spectrometer and correlate with other features such as multiplicity 

or E T , but it would be preferable to identify enough hadrons in each event to obtain 

an event-by-event ratio. An experimental assessment of the possibilities was made at 

the Bielefeld Workshop [3]. Charged kaons K can be identified in the target 

fragmentation region (large lab. angles) with time-of-flight or dE/dx measurements, both 

of which are difficult (but not impossible) with high track densities. For the central 

(5°) and forward regions the momenta are higher and a large ring-imaging Cerenkov (RICH) 

counter is the favoured - perhaps the only - approach. K° and A° have 

topological signatures, which however get progressively more difficult to recognize in 

the dense forward cone. For the A 0 •*• p T f + an additional handle on the p 

identity can come from a comparison of momentum with calorimetric energy deposit 

(kinetic energy + 2 m^ from annihilation), up to ^ 4 GeV. 

(2) Direct photons 

Imagine a region of plasma surrounded by relatively cold nuclear matter. Real 

photons and virtual photons in the form of lepton pairs, can escape from the hot 

interior, i.e. from the full volume over the full lifetime of the plasma. The more 

charges there are and the more accelerations they undergo (both being signatures of a 

hot plasma) the more photons will be emitted. Photons (and lepton pairs) thus provide 

a thermometric probe of the interior. Pions and other hadrons are, on the other hand, 

only emitted from the cool surface, or they can form over the full volume when the 

plasma has expanded and cooled past the hadronization phase transition. Thus one 

expects the ratio y/Tt° to be anomalously large in this class of events. 
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Experimentally it will certainly not be easy to observe such an enhancement, even if an 

event has say 50 direct photons, in the presence of hundreds of TT° and n° decays. 

It would certainly require a very fine-grained electromagnetic calorimeter preferably in 

the form of towers rather than strip readout. This distinction can be seen in Fig. 11, 

which shows an event in one of the (two) arrays of 600 Nal crystals in use at the ISR 

(Expt. R808). So-called strip readout gives only the projections, with self-evident 

matching problems as the multiplicity increases. It would clearly be expensive to 

cover the full solid angle with such an array of towers of Nal (or better, BGO) 

crystals, but such coverage is not of course necessary to establish the effect. 

F i g . 11 

(3) Direct Lepton Pairs 

Similar arguments lead one to expect a relative excess of low mass lepton pairs. 

Kajantie and Miettinen [15] have noted that ly annihilation of qq pairs in the plasma 

can give significant yields of lepton pairs even beyond the nucleon-nucleon kinematic 

limit. Their mass spectrum and any resonance structure in this spectrum is of great 

interest. What will happen to the 0, T signals compared with the continuum? 

From the plasma phase one would expect the continuum to dominate, for the same reason 

that y/it is enhanced. On the other hand the increased content of heavy quarks may 

tend to increase heavy quarkonium production when hadronization does occur. To add a 

"spice of exotica", if chiral symmetry restoration occurs the masses and widths of these 

states may change ("the melting of the rho"l) [16]. The latter observation would 

certainly be a dramatic discovery. 

Lepton pair physics in nucleus-nucleus collisions is thus well justified. 

Experimentally one can consider e + e as best studied in the backward region x 1/ 
K 

- 1 , the electrons recoiling (in the lab) from a very thin foil or fine wire target, 
while U + U pairs are more naturally studied when produced forward x +1 

F 
with a very good hadron-killing dump close to the target. Significant effects can be 

expected, with e.g. some hundreds of U~pairs per day beyond x = 1 in a hypothetical 

experiment compared with 10 ordinary Drell-Yan pairs in the same region. 
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The three signatures discussed, namely strangeness, photons and lepton pairs are 

those that have so far received most attention, which may merely reflect our lack of 

imagination. Naturally this new class of collisions should be scrutinized for other 

weird effects as well as the things we can now imagine but do not really expect (like 

free quarks). It is also worth noting the special interest in using Bose-Einstein 

correlations as a tool to study these collisions. Pair distributions of identical 

bosons e.g. TT+1T+ show interference effects at low pair masses allowing one to 

measure the size of the emission region (as used with photons for stars in the 

Hanbury-Brown-Twiss effect). The technique improves in value rapidly with pion 

multiplicity. Unfortunately many (most?) of the pions come from resonance decay, so 

the spatial distribution of pion formation is not the same as that of hadronization. 

If the direct photon multiplicity is high then it would be of great interest to measure 

their Bose-Einstein interference, which should show a quite different spatial 

distribution. 

I now turn to some considerations of experimental possibilities at the SPS, as 

considered both at the Bielefeld Workshop [3] and this workshop. Studies were made of 

the use of already existing detectors, of modifications to these and of new dedicated 

experiments. 

The fl, an existing facility which will be able to use primary beams, is an 
example of the former with the planned basic configuration shown in Fig. 12. Important 
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improvements to the present facility are the ring imaging Cerenkov counter, being 

constructed in the U.K., and a fine-grained (but strip readout, with tubes of liquid 

scintillator) electromagnetic calorimeter being built by Geneva University. The RICH 
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detector, Fig. 13, focusses the Cerenkov rings with an array of 100 spherical 

mirrors onto planar, drifting photon detectors at the front. With Argon gas TT are 

identified from 5-80 GeV, K from 20-80 GeV and p from 20-150 GeV, and two particles 

which enter with only a few mm separation should be resolved. With the addition of a 

"beam dump calorimeter" and projectile fragment detector some early studies could be 

made, including K/ïï and A,A/p,p ratios. The inability of the Í2 detector to 

handle efficiently very large multiplicity events will certainly be a limiting factor; 

one group is considering however making a proposal for an experiment with a-beams (ct 

to í!¡). 

F i g . 13 

The philosophy of making maximum use of existing facilities brings to mind also the 

European Hybrid Spectrometer, one arrangement of which is shown in Fig. 14, with the 

possibilities of using as an active heavy target the rapid cycling bubble chamber or 

HOLEBC, emulsions, a streamer chamber or an electronic vertex detector. Even the 

underground experiments UAn could be considered, with internal wire targets intercepting 
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F i g . 14 
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the accelerating or coasting 0 l s beam. If the wires (10 Um C-fibres. 1 pm 

W-wires) are the spokes of a spinning "target wheel" inside the vacuum pipe, timed to 

intersect the beam, then every SPS cycle one can do an energy scan and an A-scanI 

Fig. 15 shows UA1, with three potential target positions covering different angular 

regions (all in the central to backward target fragmentation region). There has been 

no technical study of this... it is just an idea...but there are obviously some things 

one might do at very little cost. 
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Active consideration is however being given to the possibilities of modifying 

experiments NA 3 and NA10 to measure forward U-pairs with 0 1 S beams with small heavy 

targets. NA3 is shown in Fig. 16a, and Fig. 16b shows modifications around the target 

region. They include a special new beam dump and a tiny (solid state detector) forward 

F i g . 16 
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hodoscope, and can enhance catastrophic collisions by requiring no (or few) projectile 

fragments in this hodoscope. Experiment NA10 is shown in Fig. 17 and also considers 

some rearrangements and additional detectors for nuclear beam physics. This experiment 

aims to measure massive (M,... > 1-5 GeV) li-pairs beyond x = 1, with an 

estimate of several hundred with = 2.0 ± 0.1 GeV in a 10-day run, if a plasma 

is formed in 1» 10% of the collisions (the background from normal Drell-Yan pairs being 

lower by an order of magnitude). 

F i g . 17 

At Bielefeld a set of dedicated multiparticle spectrometers was considered, as 

shown very schematically in Fig. 18. Each one can be swung around to scan in angle; 

although each has a modest solid angle they intercept several particles and aim to 

measure and identify them. They are aimed at particle production studies (including 

resonances, K/ïï, y/Tt°, A/p etc. ratios, Bose-Einstein correlation measurements 

and eventually cross-correlations - for example to search for a correlation between 

large y/Tf° in the Nal spectrometer and large K/Tf ratio in the RICH spectrometers. 

F i g . 18 
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It was concluded that while much exploratory physics may be done with such 

apparatus, there is a strong case for a new "universal" detector to study in as much 

detail as possible single events which may be very unusual in some triggerable 

features. Necessary requirements would be 4 TT coverage of track detectors and 

electromagnetic/hadronic calorimetry with special emphasis on the central-backward 

region, with a designed-in capability of handling very high multiplicity and large E T 

(transverse energy) events. The device should be able to identify electrons and muons, 

direct photons and T f ° , charged and neutral kaons (and A 0 ) possibly even charmed 

particles, etc. The conceptual design that emerged, the "Heavy Ion General 

Spectrometer" is shown in Fig. 19. The target may be a fine wire (diameter "V50U?) 

Central h a d r o n 

calorimeter D i p o | e m a g n e t 

F i g . 19 

parallel to the tightly focussed beam, so that large angle photons and electrons emerge 

with negligible interaction probability. This may be surrounded with very fine grained 

(solid state) counter hodoscopes (vertex detector) and then a large cylindrical track 

chamber in a solenoid field. Electromagnetic calorimeter in the form of fine-grained 

towers precedes the ceil, and the return yoke is used as a hadron calorimeter surrounded 

by muon chambers. Very forward particles (non-interacting projectile fragments) enter 

beam-dump calorimeters - little energy there can be used to trigger on "catastrophic 

events". Some (limited) ir/K/p identification would be achieved through dE/dx 

measurements - but it is hard to do everything well! Although it would surely be 

unrealistic to propose such a facility specifically for nucleus-nucleus collisions at 

this time, the HIGS is so different from all existing SPS experiments that it would 

surely be a powerful facility also for hadron beam experiments. At the present SPS 

Workshop a derivative of this concept was presented, see Fig. 20. Known as the 

Spherical Field Spectrometer, it has an axially symmetric field pulled in by the thin 

forward "nose-cone". Many of the components (most of the magnet and hadronic 

calorimeters, some of the central drift chamber, some Nal walls) are presently part of 

the Axial Field Spectrometer at the ISR. The SFS is presently being studied, with 

emphasis also on far more detailed studies of lepton (e, U, "v") production in 

hadron-hadron collisions than has been possible in the past. It would be a most 

powerful detector for searching for the effects of quark-gluon plasma formation in 

nuclear collisions. 
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U 

F i g . 20 

To conclude: 

(1) The acceleration of nuclei up to (and preferably beyond) 1 6 0 in the 
PS/SPS could, maybe, open up a wide new field of physics of a very 
fundamental nature. This is not "Nuclear Physics" but may be physics of 
quarks, gluons, confinement, vacuum properties and symmetry 
breaking/restoration. 

(2) Many powerful existing detectors could be profitably exploited for little 
cost, at least for an initial exploratory phase, but... 

(3) New detectors, optimized for the physics in question are likely to be 
needed for a thorough study. 

Finally, there is of course no guarantee that the phase-transition will occur and 
can be convincingly observed; such is the nature of research. I omitted the most 
important discovery, which will be a surprise. 

I would like to thank the participants of the Nuclear Beams and Targets session at 
the Workshop, and especially my colleagues Chris Fabjan and Bill Willis. 
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